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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces the application of the Transmission Line Modeling (TLM) method for simulating heat flow or
thermal distribution in 2-dimensional model comprising of conducting materials. The developed model is able to
predict the tell'perature distribution in a material device and the first geometry considered was a 2D slab with a
square heat ge,7eration region of loooe in the center of the slab. The olher edges of the slab were assumed to have a
zero heat flow condition. The slab IS assumed to be ofAluminum 2702 kg/m J

, 903 J/kg.K. 237 W/m.k with a 50x50
mesh size. Coding and simulation are done by using the Salford Plato Software. A high degree ofcertainty is offered
by numerical modeling and the numerical method which is adopted by this paper is the TLM method. TLM has
become a {'owerful numerical tool ill solving problems of heat and mass diffusion through a medium. It is based on
using transmission line elements to describe all energy storage elements. It is systematic, simple, explicit and
unconditiollal !'/ability has been established. The basic approach of the TLM method is to obtain a discrete model
which is then solved exactly by numerical means. The method works in term of incident and scattered voltages and is
different from conventional methods. III a 2D TIM model, waves propagate on a mesh of transmission lines
interconnected at nodes. A voltage pulse will be incident at the node and this pulse will be partially reflected and
transmitted according to transmission lille theory. Energy is thus conserved and spreads isotropica//y from the
excited node. The results prove thaI TIM is a perfectly compatible method to employ and can be used 10 solve real
engineering problems, involving complex geometries, boundary condilions and material properties. Furthermore, the
method is expressed in terms of circuit concept which is familiar to engineers and accuracy can be increased by
reason ofmesh.'ng.
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Introduction

Transmission Line Modeling (TLM) is a general numerical technique suitable for solving field problems. Its main
applications ha'/e been in electromagnetics, mainly investigation of wave propagation and later for other electronics
problems. Recently, the technique has been applied to thermal and diffusion properties problems. The TLM method
belongs to the ~.eneral class of differential time domain numerical modeling methods. The basic approach is to obtain
a discrete mod ~I which is then solved exactly by numerical means and approximation is only introduced at the
discretisation stage. This is to be contrasted with the traditional approach in which an idealized continuous model is
first obtained and then lhis model is solved approximately. For electromagnctics systems, the discrete model is
formed by conceptually filling space with a network of transmission lines in such a way that the voltage and current
give informatio, on the electric and magnetic fields. The point at which the transmission lines intersect is referred to
as a node. At each time step, the voltage is incident upon the node from each of the transmission lines. These pulses
are then scattered to produce a new set of pulses which become incident on adjacent nodes at the next time step.
Before TLM method for propagation and diffusion problems are developed, Finite Difference Time Domain method
(FDTD) is oneil used for propagation problems. Both TLM and Finite Difference Time Domain methods are based
on Maxwell's equation. The E and H field components provided by FDTD and TLM methods are transient fields,
which are funct:on of time. Because of this, nonlinear elements and dielectric can be incorporated with both methods.
However, al[ho.lgh FDTD is explicil' just as TLM is, but its application is mainly limited to electromagnetics. The
method works ~/ilh more conventional voltages E field and currents H field. Although TLM was originally used for
modeling electromagnetic wave propagation but since it is based on Huygens principle it could be used for modeling
any phenomena which obeys this principle.

The principle of TLM modeling is modeled by sampling the space and representing it as a Cartesian mesh of
passive transmi~:sion line components. Depending on the process being modeled, this can be in one, two or even three
dimensions. But for the purpose of this paper, the method is applied only to the two dimensional cases. The
transmission lines are joined when they cross, the junctions being termed the nodes. This mesh defines the space
discretisation of the model. Assume that at a time zero, an impulse is incident to [he middle node. This node then
scatters the voltage to its 4 neighbouring nodes. At each time step, each node receives an incident wave from its
neighbours and scatters it to its neighbours. By repeating the above, the voltage distribution on a particular medium
can be calculated. An impulse incident on the middle node will see impedance one third on the characteristics
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